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Sonatina in A major- Federico Moreno Torroba. 

A non-guitarist composer and conductor, Torroba became renowned for bringing traditional 
Spanish musical elements/structures, such as the zarzuela, to the classical concert hall in the 1920’s. 
Through this platform and by using the standard classical structure of the Sonatina (a smaller more 
simple sonata), Torroba created a trajectory for the guitar as an instrument worthy of its own 
compositions in the modern classical music canon. The piece was written for virtuoso Spanish 
guitarist Andrés Segovia in 1924 and has inspired other composers to write for guitar, expanding 
this genre (with work by composers such as Manuel Ponce,) and others. The piece is still a 
Neoclassical Spanish guitar staple nowadays. With modern performances by prominent younger 
generation guitarists such as Ana Vidović.  

The piece pays close attention to the Spanish style musically. Including expansive harmony such as 
tritone substitutions, chromatic mediants, passing modulations to further unrelated keys (G major,) 
and fast and lively rhythms (majority semi-quavers throughout.) As well as an understanding of 
writing for this instrument in the style technically- rasguedos, pizzicato arpeggios, acciaccaturas, 
and beautifully balanced voices. This versatility of harmony and obeying traditional Sonata form 
(for example modulating to relative A minor in the development section) also reflects the tradition 
of the Neoclassical Modern Interwar musical period. The piece embodies a joyous positive pushing 
forwards, an appropriate mood for the pieces “gallardo” (cheerful and brave) performance direction 
and start piece for a look into the variety and history of the classical guitar genre. 

Sir John Smith His Almain- John Dowland 

This second piece brings us to early days for the guitar canon through Renaissance lute music (the 
G string is tuned to Fsharp to facilitate an arrangement of this piece for guitar.) Dowland was 
prominent in his life time (1563-1626), being employed in English and European (Danish) courts. 
Resulting in his prevalent expansive repertoire of over 100 known compositions. Dowland would 
write as commissioned in the melancholic style popular of the era (and the style Dowland is known 
for,) dances, scared and secular music. Thus Dowland’s compositions were prevalent in the 20th 
century early music revival and stand as a foremost choice for the modern classical guitarists pre-
Baroque repertoire.  

“Sir John Smith” is a more upbeat and expansive composition, while remaining restrained and 
regal, to reflect the believed commission for John Smith Duke of Essex. Although many of 
Dowland’s manuscripts have no composition date, it is presumed the piece is written at the time of 
the Duke of Essex’s knighting in 1604.  

The Almain is a simple German Dance, in binary form, duple or quadruple (the piece is in 4/4) 
metre with an emphasis on the down beat. Yet Dowland takes us on a winding journey of varied 
repeats, with new melodic content for every A and B section in the first and second repeat. 
Including elaborations of original motifs, then further embellishments upon this.  

Creating a luscious extravagant composition that still conforms to the styles boarders. With musical 
elements such as- fast scalic runs, dance style, movement to triple metre, triplets, lively rhythms, 
melodic minor modal interchange to parallel (for example the piece ending in B major rather than 
the home relative B minor key,) and open sounding predominately solely bass and melody voice 
leading.  



 

 

Suite BWV 997 Sarabande- J.S Bach 

This piece is quintessential of Bach’s 4-part harmony contrapuntal Baroque style. As the piece is 
written in 1739, nearer the end of Bach’s life (1750) in the late Baroque era, it is also written in 
Bach’s version of stile antico or prima pratica. This refers to a return to the stricter part-writing and 
thinner texture of the early-Baroque/late-Renaissance period of Palestrina and Monteverdi. After his 
days of writing commissioned secular and court music and the standardisation of equal 
temperament, that did not exist earlier in Bach’s lifetime, Bach had the freedom to return to this 
earlier style. At this period he focused on writing vast modulations (in the style of stile antico) and 
pieces in all 12 keys in his “Well Tempered Clavier” period. This influenced other works that 
became known as the “4-Lute Suites” which are actually works written for keyboard instrument 
Lautenwerk (Lute-harpiscord.) BWV7 containing a Fugue also shows the extent of Bach’s 
experimentation in this period, as this is not standard of a suite. The piece being a slower, minor key 
Sarabande also fits this late Baroque period rather than the earlier original fast sultry Spanish dance 
of the 16th century. 

After Bach’s death the stile antico was continued by later composers (Mozart, Beethoven), bringing 
Bach and his work to fame. Although Bach only wrote simple music for lute to accompany chamber 
orchestras, for German nationalist reasons (prominent in the following Classical and Romantic 
eras,) BWV Suites 995-1000 being thought of as “originally written for lute” became standardised. 
This lead to them being in the first publication for German 10 string lute-guitar in 1921 with Hans 
Dagobert Bruger’s  Bach: Compositionen für die Laute. These stile antico pieces lent themselves to 
this notation by having a thinner 4-part solo instrument texture. This then snowballed with multiple 
other “Lute Suite” publications for modern 6 string Guitar. 
 
With the growth of solo guitar performance in the 1920’s, Segovia aided the movement of Bach 
performances on the Spanish style 6-string guitar not German lute-guitars. From then on Bach’s 
Lute works were established as a classic for the guitar repertoire, partially with a boom of renowned 
guitarist recordings in 1970s-1990s (John Williams “The 4 Lute Suites” in 1975.) 
 
Although being played on far from its intended instrument, this piece is still a staple example of this 
period of Bach’s life, in which he wrote and explored the music he wanted to write. Which is why 
the movement of counterpoint lines resembling keyboard instruments is a beloved part of the 
classical guitar canon, because it is idiosyncratic of what makes Baroque and a huge part of that is 
Bach.  

Se Potesse Un Suono No 5. from 6 Airs from Mozarts Magic Flute, Opus 10- Written by Wolfgang 
Amadeus Mozart, arranged by Fernando Sor. 

This piece was arranged by Spanish composer and guitarist Fernando Sor in 1824 nearer the end of 
his life in 1839. Sor is one of the most renowned Classical era (1750’s-1820’s) guitarist’s and 
travelled extensively across Europe as a virtuoso and composed for variety of ensembles and styles, 
including ballets in London and Moscow .  

This piece is from the Finale in Act 1 of Mozart’s “Magic Flute” premiered decades earlier in 1791, 
originally in German “Schnelle Füsse, rascher Muth”- Quick feet, quick courage. A scene in which 
protagonists Pamina and Papageno use magic bells to resort antagonists Sarastro’s slaves into 
dancing rather than an attack. This section of the air in simple Binary form, is directly after the 
magic bells work. This cheerfulness from avoiding danger is shown through the pieces playful 
staccato and always modulating back to the original major home key of G major for the start of 
sections. The song form of an air with a melody and its harmony with two voices lends itself to 
guitar part writing. 



 

 

The pieces reservedness yet joyfulness through the tiptoeing not only reflects this scene, the 
Classical era but also a restrictiveness in the Classical guitar repertoire. As the guitar and its’ 
popularity progressed the audience of amateur guitarists coveted simplistic didactic material, 
hindering virtuoso’s like Sor from writing more complex compositions. This became a staple of this 
genres era, with many other original composition Classical guitarists being remembered for method 
books such as Ferdinando Carulli. Contemporary players often regard Sor’s music as restricted due 
to this however Sor’s articulation marks scream out to be played with expression, humour and to 
embody the childlike bells in the Opera as Mozart intended.   

Till this day this piece is more popular in it’s original form in Opera and is often overlooked by 
Sor’s technical go to- “Introduction and Variations on a Theme by Mozart” which was arranged by 
Sor nearer the time of the Opera. With the growing indignation at the end of his life caused by 
writing didactic material, for example with his Op 43. “Mes Ennuis” being dedicated to “whoever 
wants them,” Sor’s choice to arrange more songs from the Magic Flute years after its release has a 
mocking feeling to it. This shows him stopping caring and deciding to write something complex for 
himself, which links to the pieces playfulness.  

Adana- Annette Kruisbrink 

This final piece was written by Annette Kruisbrink, this and her repertoire of over 300 original 
compositions in varying Contemporary classical (1950’s-present) genres shows the expansive 
experimental repertoire of recent Contemporary classical guitar music. The cultural reception of 
Kruisbrink’s work, shows this was eagerly awaited for the guitar canon, with her winning 
competitions (International Congress on Women in Music) and teaching throughout Europe. As 
well as her teaching, Kruisbrink’s prominence as a female composer and guitarist further expands 
the classical guitar canon, by opening up classical guitar for a wider demographic. 

This piece varies from the standard experimental Contemporary classical canon itself by presenting 
a Sitar, which through modern globalisation Kruisbrink is able to write appropriately in the style of 
the Adana Indian classical Raga. For example by writing the piece in the correct That (mode) which 
is D Aeolin. There is also an occasional sharpened 7th degree. The Sitar is emulated technically 
through the low E string being dropped to D and the continued use of the same open string ostinato 
for different octaves to represent the Sitar’s sympathetic strings. As well as slight vibrato to give a 
“out of enharmonic tuning” effect. 

 

Musically the piece is hypnotically freeing, with a continuous pushing of the Tal (rhythm) ( the 
Jhaptal- 10 beats grouped 2,3,2,3,) syncopations within this and the varied repetition of main 
themes against the new. This Raga is written for late evening 12pm-2am, adding to its feel of a 
dreamlike trance. The change of the rhythm to equal quavers and time signature to 5/4 in new 
sections keeps the passion of the piece alive. Its enticing progressive nature reflects the passion and 
experimentation for broadening the guitars horizons. Although written in 2008, the piece is still 
inspiring after the tremendous amount of change the last decade has brought, with Kruisbanks work 
a Contemporary go to for Grade exam board 8 and up syllabus including “Adana” and other pieces 
such as “Homenaje a Andrés Segovia." 


